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has only to remark that he docs not represent the Church
as the only virtue-making institution, but as the only in-
stitution which is distinctively and deliberately such, and
the one which inherits the most complete ideal of virtue.
What Christianity docs—or rather can do—easily and of set
purpose, many other organisations, philosophical schools,
civil societies, &c., do inadequately and accidentally, and it
is not at all surprising that, in a few happy cases, they should
produce examples equal to those which have been produced
in the Church. On the other hand, the abuses and cor-
ruptions of the Church, howcvor gross, are no arguments
against the utility of the institution, unless they can be
shown to be inseparable from it. The present writer
holds that, however inveterate, most of them are strictly
accidental. The causes of them, he believes, can be traced,
though to trace them is not his present business. But
he believes the root of all evil in the Church to be the
imagination that it exists for any other purpose than
to foster virtue, or can be prosperous except so far as
it docs this. Regarding the abuses us explicable, he
regards them also as in an indefinite degree curable ; and if
he admits that the Church has failed, he maintains, at the
same time, that it has only failed as civil society itself has
failed. If the objects of civil society be the security of
life and property, and increase of prosperity through the
division of labour, civil society is not a success. Men arc
robbed and murdered, whole classes live in pauperism,
insecurity, slavery. A sufficient reason for dissatisfaction,
a good ground for complaint! But not a sufficient reason
for dissolving civil society, and relapsing into the nomad
state! In like manner, if the Church has failed, let'us
reform it, but we can ill afford to sever the strongest and
most sacred tie that binds men to each other.

